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Abstract
In this note, we discuss the consistency conditions which a discrete ZN sym-
metry should satisfy in order that it is not violated by gauge and gravita-
tional instantons. As examples, we enlist all the ZN R-symmetries as well
as non-R ZN symmetries (N=2,3,4) in the minimally supersymmetric stan-
dard model (MSSM) that are free from gauge and gravitational anomalies.
We show that there exists non-anomalous discrete symmetries that forbid
Baryon number violation up to dimension 6 level (in superspace). We also
observe that there exists no non-anomalous Z3 R-symmetry in the MSSM.
Furthermore, we point out that in a theory with one Majorana spin 3/2
gravitino, a large class of Z4 R-symmetries are violated in the presence of
Eguchi-Hanson (EH) gravitational instanton. This is also in general true for
higher ZN R-symmetries. We also notice that in 4 dimensional N = 1 super-
gravity, the global U(1) R-symmetry is always violated by the EH instanton
irrespective of the matter content of the theory.
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1 Introduction
Symmetry has been a central concept in the formulation of the fundamental laws of
physics. While the concept of local gauge invariance has played a pivotal role in ele-
mentary particle physics, providing for example, the basis for the extremely successful
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Standard Model (SM), global symmetries have also been used extensively in building
models of particle physics. However, there exists a widespread notion that all global
symmetries, both continuous and discrete, are violated by gravitational effects [1–4].
Thus, it is perhaps best to not impose any global symmetry on the Lagrangian, and a
model should only be constructed based on gauge symmetries1 2.
However, gauging continuous global symmetries has dynamical consequences, the most
important being the existence of gauge fields. This often creates problems for phe-
nomenology. On the other hand, gauging discrete symmetries does not introduce any
such problem, and this is why imposing discrete symmetries has proved to be a very
useful tool in building viable models of particle physics.
At first sight, the very idea of gauging a discrete symmetry looks rather unclear. This
is because, the difference between a gauged discrete symmetry and its global version
looks artificial in the sense that, at least to our knowledge, there is no clear observable
consequence of gauging a global discrete symmetry.3 Therefore, when we talk about
gauging a discrete symmetry, we only mean that the discrete symmetry should be part
of a gauge symmetry in the Ultra Violet (UV). Being part of a gauge symmetry, it is
immediately obvious that the discrete symmetry4 should not have quantum anomalies
with itself, other gauge symmetries or gravity. In this note, we investigate this question
in a systematic way, with a particular emphasis on the mixed anomaly with gravity.
We apply these anomaly constraints to the Minimally Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM), and show that a large class of discrete ZN symmetries in particular, ZN R
symmetries are ruled out as gauge symmetries if breaking by gravitational instantons
(in particular, the Eguchi-Hanson instanton) are taken into account.
The criteria for discrete symmetries to be non-anomalous were first studied in [6] (for
later studies, see [7–22]). Their analysis involved embedding of the discrete symmetry
in a continuous group which was assumed to be spontaneously broken at some high
energy scale. The continuous symmetry group was then required to be non-anomalous
(including their cubic anomalies). However, as pointed out in [23], part of the constraints
obtained in [6] in particular, the ones non-linear in the discrete charges, relied on the
way the discrete symmetry was embedded in a particular high energy theory. As a
consequence, these constraints are dependent on the UV physics and are not necessarily
1Global symmetries can certainly emerge as accidental symmetries at long distance.
2Also note that, global discrete symmetries, if spontaneously broken, lead to stable domain walls
which may pose serious difficulties in cosmology [5].
3The state space for a global ZN symmetry is definitely different form that of a gauged ZN symmetry.
So, in principle, one might be able to find observable that distinguishes a global ZN symmetry to a
gauged one.
4In this work, we will only worry about discrete ZN symmetries.
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required to be satisfied in the low energy theory. We do not use these UV dependent
constraints in this note. Rather, we only use constraints that can be derived from the
low energy theory. To be precise, we first embed the discrete symmetry in a U(1) group
(we call this U(1) to be the mother group) and check whether it has mixed anomalies
with the SM gauge symmetries and gravity. If the mother U(1) turns out to have certain
mixed anomalies then we look at the instanton processes that violates the U(1) symmetry
and make sure that those instantons do not violate the discrete subgroup of our interest.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section, as a warm-up, we consider
the case of U(1) R symmetry in the MSSM, and investigate whether there exists one
which has no mixed anomaly with the gauge symmetry. We then pose the question
as to whether a discrete subgroup of U(1) R symmetry can be non-anomalous. In
section 3, we show how anomalies in discrete ZN symmetries can be calculated. We
discuss anomalous violation of discrete symmetries both by the gauge and gravitational
instantons. We show examples of non-anomalous Z2, Z3 and Z4 symmetries in the
renormalisable MSSM as well as MSSM with higher dimensional operators in section 4.
We summarise our findings in section 5.
2 U(1) R symmetry in the MSSM
The MSSM superpotential can be written as a sum of three pieces,
WMSSM =W0 +W/L +W /B (2.1)
where, W0, W/L and W /B are given by,
W0 = Y
u
ijQiU
c
jHu + Y
d
ijQiD
c
jHd + µHuHd + Y
ℓ
ijLiE
c
jHd (2.2)
W/L =
1
2
λijkLiLjE
c
k + λ
′
ijkLiQjD
c
k + µ˜iLiHu (2.3)
W /B =
1
2
λ
′′
ijkU
c
iD
c
jD
c
k (2.4)
For convenience, the gauge, L and B quantum numbers of all the MSSM superfields are
shown in table 1. Clearly, W0 does not violate Lepton number (L) or Baryon number
(B), however, W/L and W /B violate L and B respectively.
The superpotential of Eq.(2.1) has many choices of R symmetries at the classical level.
For example, let us consider the W0 piece for simplicity. In order to get the allowed
3
SU(3) SU(2) Y/2 B L
Q 3 2 1/6 1/3 0
U c 3¯ 1 -2/3 -1/3 0
Dc 3¯ 1 1/3 -1/3 0
L 1 2 -1/2 0 1
Ec 1 1 1 0 -1
Hu 1 2 1/2 0 0
Hd 1 2 -1/2 0 0
Table 1: MSSM matter superfields and their gauge, B and L charges
R-charges, one has to solve the following simultaneous equations
RQ +RUc +RHu = 2Rθ (2.5)
RQ +RDc +RHd = 2Rθ (2.6)
RHu +RHd = 2Rθ (2.7)
RL +REc +RHd = 2Rθ (2.8)
which have four parameter worth of solutions, given by
RDc = 2Rθ − 2RQ −RUc (2.9)
REc = 2Rθ − RL −RQ − RUc (2.10)
RHu = 2Rθ − RQ − RUc (2.11)
RHd = RQ +RUc (2.12)
One can now check whether there exists any choice of R-symmetry that is free from
mixed anomalies with the gauge symmetries. The anomaly coefficients for the mixed
R-SU(3)-SU(3), R-SU(2)-SU(2) and R-U(1)Y/2-U(1)Y/2 anomalies are given by,
A3 = Tr
(
{T aSU(3), T
b
SU(3)}TR
)
= 3 (2qQ + qUc + qDc) + 6Rθ (2.13)
A2 = Tr
(
{T aSU(2), T
b
SU(2)}TR
)
= 3 (3qQ + qL) + qHu + qHd + 4Rθ (2.14)
A1 = Tr
(
{T aY/2, T
b
Y/2}TR
)
= 3
(
6qQ(1/6)
2 + 3qUc(2/3)
2 + 3qDc(1/3)
2 + 2qL(1/2)
2 + qEc
)
+2qHu(1/2)
2 + 2qHd(−1/2)
2 (2.15)
Here, qi are the R charges of the Weyl fermions inside the superfields i.e., qi = Ri−Rθ.
The constant factors 6Rθ and 4Rθ are due to the gauginos. We have used the normali-
sation of the SU(N) generators in the fundamental representation such that Tr(T aT b) =
4
12
δab. Using the solutions from Eq.(2.9)-(2.12), we get
A3 = 0 (2.16)
A2 = −8Rθ + 3RL + 9RQ (2.17)
A1 = −4Rθ − 3RL − 9RQ (2.18)
It is clear that A2 = 0 and A1 = 0 can not be satisfied simultaneously (because, by
definition, Rθ 6= 0). Thus, we conclude that there is no non-anomalous R symmetry
of the superpotential W0. However, there may exist some ZN subgroup of the U(1) R
symmetry that is non-anomalous5. We discuss this in the next subsection.
3 Anomalies in discrete symmetries
Let us consider an SU(Ng) gauge theory with left handed chiral fermions in representa-
tion {Ri}. We would like to calculate the anomaly in a discrete ZN symmetry which is
a subgroup of a continuous U(1) symmetry defined by the transformation ψi → eiα qiψi,
where the parameter α takes values on S1 of length 2π. The discrete ZN subgroup is
generated by α = 2πm
N
with m ∈ {0, 1, 2 . . .N − 1} and all the fields carry integer valued
U(1) charges qi ∈ {0, 1 . . .N − 1}6.
In the path integral formulation, the anomaly is understood as a consequence of the non-
invariance of the fermionic path integral measure. Assuming that the transformation
ψi → ei
2pi
N
qiψi is a symmetry of the classical action, the change in the path integral
corresponding to a ZN -SU(Ng)
2 anomaly can be formally written as,
Z[ψ, ψ†, Aµ] =
∫
[dψ][dψ†][dAµ] exp
(
iS[ψ, ψ†, Aµ]
)
(3.1)
→
∫
[dψ][dψ†][dAµ] exp
(
iS[ψ, ψ†, Aµ]
)
exp
(
i
2π
N
∑
j
qjI1/2(Rj)
)
(3.2)
where, the summation runs over all the left handed fermions, and I1/2(Rj) is the Index
of the covariant Dirac operator in representation Rj , and is given by (see appendix A
5Note that, the U(1) R symmetry must anyway be broken in order to generate Majorana gaugino
masses.
6The integer quantization of qi follows from the compactness of the group. Further, since we are
interested only in the discrete ZN subgroup, qi ≡ qi + N . So we can restrict to qi ∈ {0, 1, . . .N − 1}.
If one uniformly rescales all the charges by a real number q0, then the length of S
1, on which the U(1)
parameter α takes values, has to be rescaled by q−1
0
for consistency of the charge quantization condition.
This rescaling e.g. can be used to set the R-charge of superspace coordinate to the standard value of
unity.
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for more details)
I(Rj) = −2T (Rj) (3.3)
in the background of a minimal SU(Ng) gauge instanton (i.e. winding number 1).
Hence, the discrete ZN symmetry will be non-anomalous if the quantity
∑
j qj 2T (Rj)
is an integer multiple of N .7
In order to compute the mixed anomaly with Hypercharge the relevant anomaly coeffi-
cient is
∑
j 2qj(Yj/2)
2 which is not invariant under Exp[(2π/N)qj ] → Exp[(2π/N)(qj +
mN)](m ∈ Integers). As for a ZN symmetry, the discrete charges do not change under
the transformation qj → qj +mN , this leads to an ambiguity in the calculation of the
anomaly. Hence, we do not consider the mixed anomaly with Hypercharge. Note that,
there is no such ambiguity for the mixed anomaly with SU(N) because 2T (Rj) is an
integer in that case.
We can now apply this procedure to Eqs.(2.9)-(2.12). As an example, we can ask whether
there exists a Z2 subgroup that is non-anomalous. A non-anomalous Z2 symmetry
requires A2 (see Eq.(2.17)) to be integer multiple of 2 (A3 is automatically zero, and as
discussed before, we are not considering the mixed anomaly with Hypercharge). This
means that the combination 3RL + 9RQ − 8Rθ must be integer multiple of 2, which
can be easily satisfied (by setting either [RL = RQ = 0, Rθ = 0 or 1] or [RL = RQ =
1, Rθ = 0 or 1]). Hence, indeed there are Z2 subgroups of R-symmetry with the charge
assignments of Eq.(2.9)-(2.12) that are non-anomalous.
3.1 Gravitational anomaly
In a theory with dynamical gravity, there are additional consistency constraints for
gauging a global symmetry from the requirement of mixed gravitational anomaly can-
cellation. In analogy with gauge theories, the anomalous violation of global symmetries
receive contribution from Gravitational instantons which are finite action solutions of
7To give some examples, in the SM, both the Baryon number symmetry ( U(1)B ) as well as the
Lepton number symmetry ( U(1)L ) have U(1)− SU(2)− SU(2) anomalies. The quantity
∑
i qi 2T (ri)
in both the cases turns out to be equal to the number of fermion generations, ng, which is 3 in the
SM. This means that the Z3 subgroups of U(1)B and U(1)L are not anomalous. In other words, in
any process the violation of Baryon or Lepton numbers should satisfy ∆B,∆L = Integer × 3. Hence,
such processes neither leads to proton decay nor neutrino-less double beta decay (or Majorana neutrino
mass). Moreover, the combination U(1)B−L is also not anomalous. It would be interesting to check
whether these Z3 symmetries have gravitational anomalies of not. We will comment on that in the next
section where we discuss gravitational anomalies.
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classical euclidean vacuum Einstein equations with positive definite metric (with or
without the cosmological constant term). Depending on the sign of the cosmological
constant, a variety of gravitational instanton solutions are known (see [24] for a review),
a complete classification analogous to gauge theories [25] is still lacking though.
As discussed in [26], the violation of global symmetry by gravitational instanton is also,
as in the case of usual gauge instantons, due to the asymmetry of zero modes of positive
and negative chirality of spin 1/2 and spin 3/2 fields, in other words via the corresponding
Index. The anomalous variation of the path integral of a set of left handed Weyl fermions
under a discrete ZN symmetry variation in a gravitational instanton background (treated
as fixed background) can be written in terms of the Indices of the spin 1/2 Dirac operator
and spin 3/2 Rarita-Schwinger operator as follows
Z[gab] =
∫ ∏
j
[dψjdψ
†
j ][dΨµdΨ
†
µ] e
iS[ψj ,Ψµ,gµν ]
−→
∫ ∏
j
[dψjdψ
†
j ][dΨµdΨ
†
µ] e
iS[ψj ,Ψµ,gµν ] e−i
2pi
N [(
∑
j qj)I1/2+qΨI3/2]
(3.4)
For Riemannian manifolds without boundaries, according to the Atiyah-Singer Index
theorem [27],
I3/2 = −21 I1/2 =
−21
768π2
∫
M
ǫµνρσRµναβR
αβ
ρσ (3.5)
In the presence of boundaries, the expressions for I1/2 and I3/2 also involve additional
boundary terms [28–36],
Is = −
as
24
(P1[M ]−Q1[∂M ]) −
1
2
(ηs + hs) , s = 1/2, 3/2 (3.6)
where P1[M ] = −
1
8π2
∫
M
tr(R ∧ R) =
1
32π2
∫
M
d4x ǫµνρσRµναβR
αβ
σρ ,
Q1[∂M ] = −
1
8π2
∫
∂M
tr(θ ∧ R) =
1
32π2
∫
∂M
d3x ǫijkθimnR
mn
jk ,
θ = ω − ω0 where, ω and ω0 are the spin connection 1-forms for the actual metric
and corresponding product form metric on M .
ηs → APS η-invariant,
hs → dimension of harmonic space of the tangential part of the Dirac (Rarita-Schwinger)
operator Ds=1/2(Ds=3/2) on ∂M ,
as = (1,−21) for s = (1/2, 3/2) respectively.
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In four dimensional theories, the existence of this anomaly can also be understood to
arise from the triangle diagram with one external gauge boson and two external gravitons
[37–39]8. The triangle diagram leads to the anomalous non-conservation of the current
Jµ [32, 40],
DµJµ =
1
768π2

 ∑
spin 1/2
qi − 21
∑
spin 3/2
qj

 ǫµνρσRµναβRαβρσ (3.7)
Various gravitational instanton solutions are known in the literature [24,41]. For Λ > 0,
there are only four known examples, all of them being compact [38,41–43]. Two of them
do not allow spin structures [43,44], and the rest have vanishing index. Therefore, these
instanton solutions are irrelevant for us.
In the case of Λ = 0, the only known compact instanton is called K3 [45]. There are also
gravitational instantons which possess a self-dual curvature and approach a fiat metric
at infinity. We will discuss them below.
3.2 The K3 Instanton
As stated above, the only solution of Einstein equation with the cosmological constant
Λ = 0 which has a compact, self dual curvarure is called K3. As K3 is a compact
manifold, the spin 1/2 and spin 3/2 indexes are given by
I1/2 =
1
768π2
∫
K3
ǫµνρσRµναβR
αβ
ρσ = −2 (3.8)
I3/2 =
−21
768π2
∫
K3
ǫµνρσRµναβR
αβ
ρσ = +42 (3.9)
(3.10)
For the ZN symmetry, generated by α = ωN ≡ exp(i2π/N), we have
Z → Zei(δS)N (3.11)
where,
(δS)N =
2π
N

2 ∑
spin 1/2
qi − 42
∑
spin 3/2
qj

 (3.12)
8In order to couple the SM to gravity, the gauge symmetries must be free form mixed anomalies with
gravity. This imposes the requirement that
∑
Y must be zero. Interestingly, this condition is already
satisfied in the SM because of mixed gauge anomaly cancellation.
8
The anomaly cancellation thus requires that the quantity within the parentheses be
integer multiple of N.
Going back to the Baryon and Lepton number symmetries, clearly the Baryon number
does not have gravitational anomaly because the sum of baryon numbers over all the
spin-1/2 Weyl fermions in the SM is zero. However, this is not the case for Lepton
number, and it has a gravitational anomaly with 2
∑
qi = 6 in the SM. It then follows
that Z2, Z3 and Z6 subgroups of Lepton number are non-anomalous.
3.3 Eguchi-Hanson Instanton
Eguchi-Hanson (EH) Instanton is a solution of the vacuum (Euclidean) Einstein equation
which is asymptotically flat and has a self dual metric. It turns out that there is no
normalizable spin 1/2 zero mode in the background of gravitational instantons that are
non-compact with Rµµ ≥ 0 [46]. However, the existence of spin 3/2 zero modes are not
excluded. This means that there will be no charge violation in the background of these
instantons in non-supersymmetric theories. However, in supersymmetric theories that
is not necessarily the case because of the existence of spin 3/2 gravitino field.
For the Eguchi-Hanson Instanton, the spin 1/2 and spin 3/2 indices were calculated
in [31, 36, 47]. They are given by,
I1/2 = −
1
768π2
∫
M
ǫµνρσRµναβR
αβ
ρσ +
1
768π2
∫
∂M
d3x ǫijkθimnR
mn
jk −
1
2
η1/2 −
1
2
h1/2
=
1
8
− 0−
1
2
(
1
4
)
− 0 = 0 (3.13)
I3/2 =
(21)
768π2
∫
M
ǫµνρσRµναβR
αβ
ρσ −
(21)
768π2
∫
∂M
d3x ǫijkθimnR
mn
jk −
1
2
η3/2 −
1
2
h3/2
=
−21
8
− 0−
1
2
(
−5
4
)
− 0 = −2 (3.14)
Hence, there is no spin 1/2 zero mode in this case. From Eq. (3.13) and (3.14) one gets
(δS)N =
2π
N
∑
spin 3/2
(−2q) (3.15)
Notice the difference with Eq. (3.12) for the K3 instanton. Anomaly cancellation in the
background of Eguchi-Hanson Instanton thus requires that
∑
(2q) be integer multiple of
N.
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It is interesting to notice that, in N = 1 supergravity in 4 space-time dimensions,
the global U(1) R-symmetry seems to be always violated in the background of EH
instantons irrespective of the matter content of the theory (because there are no spin-
1/2 zero modes). We are however not able to quantify the rate of violation of the global
U(1) R-symmetry (i.e., compute the coefficient of the corresponding ’t Hooft operator).
3.4 Green-Schwarz mechanism for anomaly cancellation
The Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation mechanism was first discovered by Green
and Schwarz in the context of 10 dimensional supergravity theories [48]. The four-
dimensional version of this mechanism works by invoking the existence of an axion like
field (denoted by a(x) below) with Wess-Zumino type interaction terms,
LGS ⊂
a(x)
fa
∑
i
κi
αi
4π
F iµνF˜
i µν (3.16)
where, the index i runs over all the gauge groups and κi are some numerical constants
(often called the Kac-Moody levels that depend on how the groups SU(3), SU(2) and
U(1)Y are embedded in a Grand Unified group). The field a(x) is assigned the follow-
ing transformation property under the U(1) group whose mixed anomalies are to be
cancelled,
a(x)→ a(x)− β(x) fa δGS (3.17)
where, β(x) is the U(1) symmetry transformation parameter and δGS is a constant.
Now, note that the anomalous variation of the path integral measure under the U(1)
symmetry leads to the following variation in the Lagrangian density,
∆L = β(x)
∑
i
Ai
αi
4π
F iµνF˜
i µν (3.18)
where, Ai are the anomaly coefficients. Thus, in the presence of LWZ , the total variation
would be,
∆Ltotal = β(x) (κi δGS −Ai)
αi
4π
F iµνF˜
i µν (3.19)
= β(x)
(
δGS −
Ai
κi
)
κi
αi
4π
F iµνF˜
i µν (3.20)
In case of the ZN subgroup, it reduces to
∆Ltotal =
2π
N
(
δGS −
Ai
κi
)
κi
αi
4π
F iµνF˜
i µν (3.21)
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Hence, the cancellation of all the mixed anomalies require
δGS −
Ai
κi
= (Integer)×N, ∀ i . (3.22)
Thus, in order for this mechanism to work the quantities A1/κ1, A2/κ2 and A3/κ3 must
be equal to each other module a number which is an integer times N . However, note
that this mechanism requires a light axion field in the low energy theory which may have
phenomenological and cosmological implications. So we will not consider the possibility
of Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation in this paper.
4 Examples
4.1 MSSM at the renormalizable level
In this section we present the results for various different cases. We start with the case
of Z2 symmetry in table 2. The discrete Z2 charges of the superspace θ coordinate and
the MSSM superfields are shown in the first 8 columns. Note that, the discrete R-charge
of the θ coordinate (and hence also of the gauginos and gravitino), Z2(θ, λ, G˜), is −1
in this case. The charge assignment Z2(θ, λ, G˜) = 1 corresponds to non-R discrete
symmetries. We first look for solutions that allow all the terms in the superpotential
W0, but do not allow the terms in W /L1, W /L2, W /L3 and W /B. The discrete Z2 charges of
the MSSM superfields are obtained by imposing the requirement that the Z2 symmetry
does not have any quantum anomaly in the presence of background SU(2) or SU(3)
gauge fields. Note that, we have not asked for the mixed anomaly cancellation with
Hypercharge because of the ambiguities discussed in section 3. At this stage we do not
check whether there exists any anomaly in the gravitational background. The existence
of gravitational anomalies in the backgrounds of K3 and Eguchi-Hanson instantons are
shown separately in the final two columns.
It can be noticed that the solutions obtained for Z2(θ, λ, G˜) = 1 and −1 are the same
in table 2 (i.e., row 5 = row 7, and row 6 = row 8). This happens only in the Z2 case,
and can be easily understood by noting that 1) the charge of
∫
d2θ is unity for both
Z2(θ) = 1 and −1, 2) the gaugino contributions to the R-SU(3)-SU(3) and R-SU(2)-
SU(2) anomalies are integer multiples of 2 (see Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14)).
It can be seen that there exists two non-anomalous sets of solutions. One of them is
the standard R-parity assignments used extensively in the literature. However, there
also exists another set of charge assignments different from the standard R-parity. An
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interesting question is whether these two choices are physically distinguishable. We do
not have a good answer to this question.
We have checked that there is no solution possible if any of W /L1 or W /L2 or W /L3 or W /B
is included with W0.
4.1.1 Z2 symmetry :
Z2
W0X , W/L1× , W/L2× , W/L3× , W /B ×
Discrete charges Free from Gravitational anomaly ?
θ, λ, G˜ Q U c Dc L Ec Hu Hd K3 background EH background
1 1 −1 −1 1 −1 −1 −1 X X
1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 X X
−1 1 −1 −1 1 −1 −1 −1 X X
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 X X
Table 2: The columns 1− 8 show the discrete Z2 charges of the superspace θ coor-
dinate as well as the MSSM superfields. The discrete charge Z2(θ, λ, G˜) = 1 (−1)
of the θ coordinate, gauginos and gravitino corresponds to a non-R discrete sym-
metry (discrete R-symmetry). The charges of the MSSM superfields are obtained
by demanding that there are no mixed anomalies of the form Z2−SU(N)−SU(N)
(N = 2, 3), and subject to the constraint that only the terms in W0 are allowed.
The columns 9 and 10 show whether the discrete symmetry (defined by the charges
given in columns 1 − 8) is expected to be violated by gravitational anomalies in
the backgrounds of K3 and Eguchi-Hanson instantons respectively. Note that, the
solutions obtained for Z2(θ, λ, G˜) = 1 and −1 are the same in this case. See text
for more details.
4.1.2 Z3 symmetry :
In this section, we compute the various allowed Z3 symmetries. Note that, for a ZN R-
symmetry the discrete charge for the θ coordinate can take (N-1) values : Exp[i(2π/N) qθ]
(qθ ∈ 1, ...N−1) which measures the difference in the discrete charges between the scalar
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and fermion components of a superfield.
In Table-3, we show that allowed Z3 charges when only the terms in W0 are allowed.
It can be seen that in all the cases the Z3 charge of the superspace θ coordinate is 1,
i.e., no Z3 R symmetry is possible. In fact, we do not find any non-anomalous Z3 R
symmetry at all.
Unlike the Z2 case, there are Z3 symmetries which allow either only the /B term (see
Table-4 below) or only the /L terms (see Table-5 below). This can have interesting impli-
cations for model building. For example, only Lepton number violating or only Baryon
number violating term(s) have often been considered in the literature in a completely
phenomenological way without any symmetry arguments (see for example, [49–53] and
the references therein). Our results show that such choices do not always need to be ad
hoc, and can be argued to occur based on symmetries.
Note that, from a given set of allowed charge assignments, the replacements ω → ω2
and ω2 → ω always generate another allowed solution.
Z3
W0X , W/L1× , W/L2× , W/L3× , W /B ×
Discrete charges Free from Gravitational anomaly ?
θ, λ, G˜ Q U c Dc L Ec Hu Hd K3 background EH background
1 1 ω ω2 1 ω2 ω2 ω × X
1 1 ω ω2 ω2 1 ω2 ω × X
1 ω 1 ω 1 ω2 ω2 ω × X
1 ω 1 ω ω2 1 ω2 ω × X
1 ω ω 1 1 ω ω ω2 X X
1 ω ω 1 ω 1 ω ω2 X X
Table 3: See the caption of Table-2 for notations, and refer to the main text for
more details. Solutions which can be obtained by the replacements ω → ω2 and
ω2 → ω are removed from the table.
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Z3
W0X , W/L1× , W/L2× , W/L3× , W /B X
Discrete charges Free from Gravitational anomaly ?
θ, λ, G˜ Q U c Dc L Ec Hu Hd K3 background EH background
1 1 1 1 ω ω2 1 1 X X
1 ω ω2 ω2 ω ω2 1 1 × X
1 ω ω2 ω2 ω2 ω 1 1 × X
Table 4: See the caption of Table-2 for notations, and refer to the main text for
more details. Solutions which can be obtained by the replacements ω → ω2 and
ω2 → ω are removed from the table.
Z3
W0X , W/L1X , W/L2X , W/L3X , W /B ×
Discrete charges Free from Gravitational anomaly ?
θ, λ, G˜ Q U c Dc L Ec Hu Hd K3 background EH background
1 1 ω ω2 ω ω ω2 ω × X
1 ω 1 ω ω ω ω2 ω × X
1 ω ω 1 ω2 ω2 ω ω2 X X
Table 5: See the caption of Table-2 for notations, and refer to the main text for
more details. Solutions which can be obtained by the replacements ω → ω2 and
ω2 → ω are removed from the table.
4.1.3 Z4 symmetry :
We show results for the allowed Z4 symmetries in Tables - 6, 7 and 8. Note that the
solutions for the discrete charges of the MSSM superfields for ZN(θ) = Exp[i(2π/N)m1]
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and ZN(θ) = Exp[i(2π/N)m2] (m1, m2 ∈ 0, ..N − 1) are the same if (4π/N)m1 =
(4π/N)m2 ± 2πn (n ∈ Integers). This is because, for both of these cases d2θ have
the same transformation properties under the ZN symmetry. Moreover, the anomaly
constraints also do not get affected. For example, in the case of Z4 symmetry, the
solutions for m1 = 1(ZN(θ) = i) and m2 = 3(ZN(θ) = −i) are the same. Similarly, the
solutions for m1 = 0(ZN(θ) = 1) and m2 = 2(ZN(θ) = −1) are the same. Hence, we do
not show the solutions for ZN(θ) = −1 and − i. It should also be noticed that, form
a given set of allowed charge assignments, the replacement i → −i always generates
another allowed solution.
Z4
W0X , W/L1× , W/L2× , W/L3× , W /B ×
Discrete charges Free from Gravitational anomaly ?
θ, λ, G˜ Q U c Dc L Ec Hu Hd K3 background EH background
1 −i −1 1 −i 1 −i i X X
1 1 i −i 1 −i −i i × X
1 i i i i i −1 −1 × X
1 −1 −i i −1 i −i i × X
1 −i i i −i i 1 1 × X
i 1 i i 1 i i i × ×
i 1 −i −i 1 −i −i −i × ×
i i i −i i −i 1 −1 × ×
i i −i i i i −1 1 × ×
i −1 i i −1 i −i −i × ×
i −1 −i −i −1 −i i i × ×
i −i i −i −i −i −1 1 × ×
i −i −i i −i i 1 −1 × ×
Table 6: See the caption of Table-2 for notations, and refer to the text in section 4.1.3
for more details.
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Z4
W0X , W/L1× , W/L2× , W/L3× , W /B X
Discrete charges Free from Gravitational anomaly ?
θ, λ, G˜ Q U c Dc L Ec Hu Hd K3 background EH background
i 1 −1 1 1 1 1 −1 X ×
i i −1 −1 i −1 −i −i X ×
i −1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 X ×
i −i −1 −1 −i −1 i i X ×
Table 7: See the caption of Table-2 for notations, and refer to the main text for
more details.
Z4
W0X , W/L1X , W/L2X , W/L3X , W /B ×
Discrete charges Free from Gravitational anomaly ?
θ, λ, G˜ Q U c Dc L Ec Hu Hd K3 background EH background
i 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1 1 X ×
i i 1 1 i 1 i i X ×
i −1 1 −1 −1 −1 1 −1 X ×
i −i 1 1 −i 1 −i −i X ×
Table 8: See the caption of Table-2 for notations, and refer to the main text for
more details.
4.2 MSSM including higher dimensional operators
In table 9, we show the list of gauge-invariant super-potential operators in the MSSM of
mass dimensions 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 in superspace. We do not show the gauge and family
indices of the operators.
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D = 2
Operator B L Comment
O21 HuHd 0 0
O22 LHu 0 1
D = 3
O31 QU
cHu 0 0
O32 QD
cHd 0 0
O33 LE
cHd 0 0
O34 LLE
c 0 1
O35 QD
cL 0 1
O36 U
cDcDc −1 0
D = 4
O41 QQU
cDc 0 0
O42 QU
cLEc 0 0
O43 HuHuHdHd 0 0
(
O21
)2
O44 QU
cEcHd 0 −1
O45 LLHuHu 0 2
(
O22
)2
O46 LHuHuHd 0 1 O
2
1O
2
2
O47 QQQHd 1 0
O48 QQQL 1 1
O49 U
cUcDcEc −1 −1
D = 5
O51 QU
cHuHuHd 0 0 O
3
1O
2
1
O52 QD
cHuHdHd 0 0 O
3
2O
2
1
O53 LE
cHuHdHd 0 0 O
3
3O
2
1
O54 QQU
cUcEc 0 −1
O55 QU
cLHuHu 0 1 O31O
2
2
O56 QD
cLLHu 0 2 O35O
2
2
O57 QD
cLHuHd 0 1 O
3
5O
2
1
O58 LLLE
cHu 0 2 O34O
2
2
O59 LLE
cHuHd 0 1 O
3
4O
2
1
O510 E
cHuHdHdHd 0 −1
O511 QQQQU
c 1 0
O512 U
cDcDcHuHd −1 0 O
3
6O
2
1
O513 U
cUcUcEcEc −1 −2
O514 U
cDcDcLHu −1 1 O36O
2
2
O515 D
cDcDcLL −1 2
O516 D
cDcDcLHd −1 1
D = 6
Operator B L Comment
O61 QQU
cUcHuHu 0 0
(
O31
)2
O62 QQU
cDcHuHd 0 0 O
3
1O
3
2
O63 QQD
cDcHdHd 0 0
(
O32
)2
O64 QU
cLEcHuHd 0 0 O
3
1O
3
3
O65 QD
cLEcHdHd 0 0 O
3
2O
3
3
O66 HuHuHuHdHdHd 0 0
(
O21
)2
O67 QQU
cDcLHu 0 1 O31O
3
5
O68 QQD
cDcLL 0 2
(
O35
)2
O69 QQD
cDcLHd 0 1 O
3
2O
3
5
O610 QU
cLLEcHu 0 1 O31O
3
4
O611 QU
cEcHuHdHd 0 −1
O612 QD
cLLLEc 0 2 O34O
3
5
O613 QD
cLLEcHd 0 1 O
3
3O
3
5
O614 QD
cEcHdHdHd 0 −1
O615 LLLLE
cEc 0 2
(
O34
)2
O616 LLLE
cEcHd 0 1 O
3
3O
3
4
O617 LLLHuHuHu 0 3
(
O22
)3
O618 LLHuHuHuHd 0 2 O
2
1
(
O22
)2
O619 LE
cEcHdHdHd 0 −1
O620 LHuHuHuHdHd 0 1
(
O21
)2
O22
O621 E
cEcHdHdHdHd 0 −2
O622 QQQHuHdHd 1 0 O
4
7O
2
1
O623 QU
cUcDcDcHu −1 0 O31O
3
6
O624 U
cUcDcDcDcDc −2 0
(
O36
)2
O625 U
cUcDcLEcHu −1 0
O626 U
cDcDcLEcHd −1 0 O
3
3O
3
6
O627 QU
cDcDcDcHd −1 0 O
3
2O
3
6
O628 QQQLLHu 1 2 O
4
8O
2
2
O629 QQQLHuHd 1 1 O
4
1O
2
1
O630 QU
cDcDcDcL −1 1 O35O
3
6
O631 U
cUcDcEcHuHd −1 −1
O632 U
cDcDcLLEc −1 1 O34O
3
6
Table 9: Gauge invariant superpotential operators of mass dimensions 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
in the MSSM. The Baryon and Lepton numbers of the operators are also shown. In the
“Comment” column we show whether an operator structure is made out of product of two
lower dimensional operators. 17
Note that, a superspace operator of dimension D can generate operators in ordinary
space of dimension up to 2(D-1). We now check whether it is possible to remove all the
Baryon number violating superspace operators up to dimension 6 by suitable ZN charge
assignments. In tables. 10 we show such charge assignments for Z3 symmetry. We do
not find any solution for the Z2 and Z4 cases.
It can be seen that there indeed exists one completely non-anomalous Z3 solution which
forbids all Baryon number violation operators up to dimension 6 level. All the Z4
solutions have gravitational anomalies. Note that, in this analysis we have ignored
possible higher dimensional operators in the Ka¨hler potential for simplicity.
Z3
Discrete charges Free from Gravitational anomaly ?
θ, λ, G˜ Q U c Dc L Ec Hu Hd K3 background EH background
1 1 ω ω2 ω ω ω2 ω × X
1 ω 1 ω ω ω ω2 ω × X
1 ω ω 1 ω2 ω2 ω ω2 X X
Table 10: Z3 symmetry solutions for the case when no /B operator is allowed up to di-
mension 6 level in superspace. Solutions which can be obtained by the replacements
ω → ω2 and ω2 → ω are removed from the table.
5 Summary
It is widely believed that there cannot be any global symmetry in gravity. This means
that all global symmetries in a QFT are violated when it is coupled to gravity. However,
in the context of particle physics model building, both continuous global symmetries and
discrete symmetries have been extensively used. In particular, discrete symmetries have
found a lot a applications because, even if the discrete symmetry is broken, no unwanted
goldstone boson arises. A well known example is R-parity in the MSSM which is a Z2
symmetry imposed ad-hoc in the Lagrangian in order to avoid fast proton decay.
There are two ways to justify imposition of such Z2, or in general ZN symmetry on the
Lagrangian. The first is to assume that the ZN is an accidental global symmetry of the
low energy Lagrangian, and does not appear in the UV theory. However, in this case, it
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is only expected to be an approximate symmetry. The second possibility is to demand
that the ZN symmetry is a remnant of a spontaneously broken gauge symmetry in the
UV. We call it a gauged discrete symmetry.
However, in order to promote a discrete global symmetry to a gauge symmetry, it must
be non-anomalous. In general, these anomaly constraints can be linear, quadratic or
cubic in the ZN charges. Unfortunately, only those constraints which is linear in the
ZN charges are useful, and the ones non-linear in the charges are UV dependent. In
this paper, we systematically study these linear constraints taking into account both the
gauge and known gravitational instantons.
We apply these constraints to the MSSM superpotential to show that
– a large class of ZN symmetries are ruled out because of the existence of mixed anoma-
lies with the gauge symmetries. Among those which are free from gauge anomalies,
a significant number of them is violated in the background of K3 and Eguchi-Hanson
gravitational backgrounds.
– R-parity indeed does not have any gauge or gravitational anomalies, hence can be
considered as a gauged Z2 symmetry (see table 2).
– There exists non-anomalous discrete Z3 symmetries that allow to consider only Baryon
number violating or only Lepton number violating terms in the MSSM superpotential
(see tables 4, 5).
We also list all the gauge invariant higher dimensional superpotential operators of dimen-
sion 4, 5 and 6 in the MSSM. We show that there exists non-anomalous Z3 symmetry
(table 10) which forbids all baryon number violating terms up to dimension 6 in the
superpotential.
As a by-product of our analysis, we observe that in a theory of N = 1 supergravity in
4 space-time dimensions, the global U(1) R-symmetry is broken by the Eguchi-Hanson
gravitational instanton irrespective of the matter content of the theory.
Before we close, we would like to briefly mention a few questions which have not been
answered in this work, and deserves further investigations. We list them below:
– As pointed out by Witten [54], it is not completely clear whether all gravitational
instantons need to be included in the path integral, or in other words, whether exclud-
ing them from the path integral will lead to some mathematical inconsistencies. It was
argued that the argument based on cluster decomposition [55] and the existence of anti-
instanton (for every instanton configuration), which works for gauge theories, does not
necessarily apply in the gravitational case. In this work, we have ignored this caveat, and
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assumed that, like gauge theories, instantons have to be included in the path integral
for consistency.
– We have not explored the phenomenological implications of the various non-anomalous
ZN symmetries that we have found in our analysis. It would interesting to investigate
whether they lead to distinct experimental signatures.
– Both K3 and Eguchi-Hanson instantons are classical solutions of the Euclidean Ein-
stein equation with vanishing cosmological constant. It is not clear whether considering
such solutions are consistent with the fact that the observed cosmological constant in
the context of the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmology is non-zero and positive.
– While we have talked about the violation of global symmetries by gauge and specific
gravitational instantons, no quantitative understanding of the rate of such violation is
provided. This would require computation of the ’t Hooft operator and its coefficient
corresponding to the instanton solutions. To our knowledge, even for the gauge instan-
tons, it is not clear how to compute the coefficient of the ’t Hooft operator in general.
Hence, only the naive estimate that the rate of violation should be proportional to e−SE is
usually provided. The situation for the gravitational instantons is even less understood.
Firstly, there are only a few gravitational instanton solutions are known. Moreover, no
calculation of the ’t Hooft operator in the gravitational case exists.
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Appendix
A Anomalies and Index
In this section we review, following Fujikawa [56], the anomalous variation of the fermion
measure under a chiral U(1) transformation, to show that it is equal to the Index of the
covariant Dirac operator. We will concentrate only on the fermion path integral and
treat the coupled gauge (or gravitational) field as a fixed background field. The relevant
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path-integral is
Z =
∫
DΨDΨ¯ exp
(∫
d4x Ψ¯γµiDµΨ
)
(A.1)
where iDµ = i∂µ + Aµ + ωµ, ωµ being the spin connection.
The chiral U(1) symmetry acts on the Dirac fermion Ψ as
Ψ(x) −→ Ψ′(x) = eiqα(x)γ5Ψ(x)
(
and consequently, Ψ¯(x) −→ Ψ¯′(x) = Ψ¯(x)eiqα(x)γ5
)
=
∫
d4y δ4(y − x) eiqα(y)γ5Ψ(y)
=
∫
d4y J(x, y) Ψ(y)
where J(x, y) = eiqα(y)γ5δ4(y − x) is the matrix of transformations.
Similarly, Ψ¯′(x) =
∫
d4y Ψ¯(y) J(x, y) .
(A.2)
Notice that, in the transformation above the Dirac space transformation matrix is the
same for both Ψ and Ψ¯. Under these transformations the measure then changes as
follows (taking Grassman nature of fermion into account)
DΨDΨ¯ = (det J)2DΨ′DΨ¯′
= e2 log det(J)DΨ′DΨ¯′
= e2Tr(log J)DΨ′DΨ¯′
(A.3)
The ‘det’ and ‘tr’ above are over the Dirac space as well as the space time, and are
formally defined as follow
2Tr log J = trD
∫
d4x d4y δ4(x− y) [(log J)(x, y)]
using [log J ](x, y) = log(eiqαγ5) δ4(x− y) = iqαγ5 δ
4(x− y), we have
2Tr log J = TrD
∫
d4x d4y δ4(x− y) δ4(x− y)(iαγ5)
= 2iq TrD
∫
d4x
[
αγ5 δ
4(x− x)
]
(A.4)
In the above expressions ‘Tr’ is a trace over spacetime as well as Dirac space while ‘TrD’
is a trace only over the Dirac space.
The formal expression in the integrand is a product of a divergent quantity, δ4(x − x),
and a vanishing quantity, TrD(γ5), and thus need to be regularized to make sense of.
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Since we are eventually interested in cases where the background gauge (gravitational)
fields are dynamical, our regularization procedure must respect the corresponding gauge
(diffeomorphism) symmetries.
A convenient basis for this purpose are the eigenvectors of the gauge (diffeomorphism)
covariant Dirac operator, γµiDµ, in equation (A.1)
iγµDµΨn(x) = λnΨn(x). (A.5)
Using the completeness relation
I4δ
4(x− y) =
∑
n
Ψn(x)Ψ¯n(y), (A.6)
we can rewrite the Jacobian as follows
A = 2Tr log J = 2iq TrD
∫
d4x α
(∑
n
Ψn(x)Ψ¯n(x)γ5
)
= 2iq
∫
d4x α
(∑
n
Ψ¯n(x)γ5Ψn(x)
)
.
(A.7)
This expression is a simple rewriting of the (A.4) and is also divergent. The usefulness
of these basis though is that it suggests a natural gauge (diffeomorphism) preserving
regularization by using the eigenvalues {λn} and a regulator mass parameter M as
follows
A = 2iq
∫
d4x α
(∑
n
Ψ¯n(x)e
−λ2n/M
2
γ5Ψn(x)
)
(A.8)
Since the covariant Dirac operators anti-commutes with γ5, the eigenfunctions for non-
vanishing eigenvalues always appear in pairs {Ψn, γ5Ψn} with opposite eigenvalues {λn,−λn}
respectively9. Using this, one can rearrange the above sum to rewrite
A = 2iqα
∫
d4x
[ ∑
λn=0
(
Ψ¯n(x)γ5Ψn(x)
)
+
∑
λn>0
(
Ψ¯n(x)e
−λ2n/M
2
γ5Ψn(x) +
(
− Ψ¯n(x)γ5
)
e−(−λn)
2/M2γ5
(
γ5Ψn(x)
)) ]
,
(A.9)
which shows that all the non-zero modes cancel out in pair and we are only left with the
contribution of zero modes which will in general be non-vanishing.
A = 2iqα
∫
d4x
∑
λn=0
(
Ψ¯n(x)γ5Ψn(x)
)
= 2iqα (n+ − n−) = 2iqα I1/2.
(A.10)
9The same is not necessarily true for zero modes.
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This quantity, which the difference of normalizable left handed and right handed zero
mdoes, is referred to as the “Index of the covariant Dirac operator”. The above expres-
sion generalizes in a straightforward way to the case of multiple Dirac fermions, Ψj,
transforming in representations Rj under the gauge group and carrying charge qj under
the chiral transformations, one gets
AD(qj,Rj) = i(2α)
∑
j
qjI1/2(Rj) = i(2α)
∑
j
qj(nj+ − nj−) (A.11)
where nj± are the number of left(+)/right(-) handed zero modes of the covariant Dirac
operators in representation Rj. For the case of a general non-abelian gauge field10
background the Atiyah-Singer Index theorem relates the above difference of zero modes
to the Pontryagin number (ν) for the background gauge field configuration
nj+ − nj− = −2T (Rj)ν
= −
2T (Rj)
64π2
∫
d4x ǫµνλρF aµνF
a
λρ
where T (Rj)δab = TrRj(TaTb)
(A.12)
The Pontryagin number, ν, is always an integer and for the minimal gauge instanton
take value ν = 1.
For the case of single left handed Weyl fermion the above discussed method doesn’t di-
rectly apply but a modification of this method [57,58] give the mixed global-gauge-gauge
anomaly to be just the half of the anomaly for a corresponding Dirac (i.e. transforming
in the same representation of gauge group and and carrying the same global charge)
fermion.
AW (qj ,Rj) =
1
2
∑
j
AD(qj ,Rj)
= iα
∑
j
qjI1/2(Rj)
(A.13)
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